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NEUTRINO MIXING AND MAXIMALCP VIOLATION�Harald Fritzsh and Zhi-Zhong XingSektion Physik, Universität Münhen80333 Munih, Germanye-mail: bm�hep.physik.uni-muenhen.de(Reeived April 4, 2000)We propose a phenomenologial model of lepton mixing and CP vio-lation based on the �avor demoray of harge leptons and the mass de-generay of neutrinos. A nearly bi-maximal �avor mixing pattern, whihis favored by urrent data on atmospheri and solar neutrino osillations,emerges naturally from this model after expliit symmetry breaking. Therephasing-invariant strength of CP or T violation an be as large as oneperent, leading to signi�ant probability asymmetries between �� ! �eand ��� ! ��e (or �e ! ��) transitions in the long-baseline neutrino exper-iments. The possible matter e�ets on CP- and T-violating asymmetriesare also taken into aount.PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq, 13.10.+q, 25.30.PtSine its foundation in the 1960's the standard eletroweak model, whihuni�es the weak and eletromagneti interations, has passed all experimen-tal tests. Neither signi�ant evidene for the departures from the standardmodel nor onvining hints for the presene of new physis has been foundthus far at HERA, LEP, SLC, Tevatron and other high-energy failities.In spite of the impressive suess of the standard model, many physiistsbelieve that it does not represent the �nal theory, but serves merely as ane�etive theory originating from a more fundamental, yet unknown theo-retial framework. For instane there is little understanding, within thestandard model, about the intrinsi physis of the eletroweak symmetrybreaking, the hierarhy of harged fermion mass spetra, the vanishing orsmallness of neutrino masses, and the origin of �avor mixing and CP viola-� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on Neutrinos in Physis andAstrophysis, Craow, Poland, January 6�9, 2000.(1349)



1350 H. Fritzsh, Zhi-Zhong Xingtion. Any attempt towards gaining an insight into suh problems inevitablyrequires signi�ant steps to go beyond the standard model.The investigations of fermion mass generation and �avor mixing prob-lems, whih onstitute an important part of today's partile physis, an betraed bak to the early 1970's, soon after the establishment of the stan-dard eletroweak model. Sine then many di�erent models or approaheshave been developed [1℄. From the theoretial point of view, however, ourunderstanding of the fermion mass spetrum remains quite unsatisfatory.Before a signi�ant breakthrough takes plae on the theoretial side, thephenomenologial approahes will remain to play a ruial role in interpret-ing new experimental data on quark mixing, CP violation, and neutrinoosillations. They are expeted to provide useful hints towards disoveringthe full dynamis of fermion mass generation and CP violation.In this talk we shall onentrate on neutrino osillations, the leptoniounterparts of the �avor mixing phenomena in hadroni physis, and studyin partiular the interesting prospets of �nding CP violation in neutrinoosillations.The reent observation of atmospheri and solar neutrino anomalies, inpartiular by the Super-Kamiokande experiment [2℄, has provided a strongindiation that neutrinos are massive and lepton �avors are mixed. As thereexist at least three di�erent lepton families, the �avor mixing matrix may ingeneral ontain non-trivial omplex phase terms. Hene CP or T violationis naturally expeted in the lepton setor.A violation of CP invariane in the quark setor an result in a varietyof observable e�ets in hadroni weak deays. Similarly CP or T violationin the lepton setor an manifest itself in neutrino osillations [3℄. The bestand probably the only way to observe CP- or T-violating e�ets in neutrinoosillations is to arry out the long-baseline appearane neutrino experiments(see Ref. [4℄ for a list of extensive referenes).In the sheme of three lepton families, the 3� 3 �avor mixing matrix Vlinks the neutrino mass eigenstates (�1; �2; �3) to the neutrino �avor eigen-states (�e; ��; �� ):0� �e���� 1A = 0� Ve1 Ve2 Ve3V�1 V�2 V�3V�1 V�2 V�31A0� �1�2�31A : (1)If neutrinos are massive Dira fermions, V an be parametrized in terms ofthree rotation angles and one CP-violating phase. If neutrinos are Majoranafermions, however, two additional CP-violating phases are in general neededto fully parametrize V . The strength of CP violation in neutrino osillations,no matter whether neutrinos are of the Dira or Majorana type, depends only



Neutrino Mixing and Maximal CP Violation 1351upon a universal parameter J , whih is de�ned throughIm �VilVjmV �imV �jl� = JXk;n �ijk�lmn : (2)The asymmetry between the probabilities of two CP-onjugate neutrinotransitions, due to the CPT invariane and the unitarity of V , is uniquelygiven as �CP = P (�� ! ��)� P (��� ! ���)= �16J sinF12 sinF23 sinF31 (3)with (�; �) = (e; �), (�; �) or (�; e), Fij = 1:27�m2ijL=E and �m2ij =m2i �m2j , in whih L is the distane between the neutrino soure and thedetetor (in unit of km) and E denotes the neutrino beam energy (in unitof GeV). The T-violating asymmetry an be obtained in a similar way 1:�T = P (�� ! ��)� P (�� ! ��)= �16J sinF12 sinF23 sinF31 : (4)These formulas show learly that CP or T violation is a feature of all threelepton families. The relationship �T = �CP is a straightforward onse-quene of CPT invariane. The observation of �T might basially be freefrom the matter e�ets of the earth, whih is possible to fake the genuineCP asymmetry �CP in any long-baseline neutrino experiment. The jointmeasurement of �� ! �� and �� ! �� transitions to determine �T is, how-ever, a hallenging task in pratie. Probably it ould only be realized ina neutrino fatory, whereby high-quality neutrino beams an be produedwith high-intensity muon storage rings [4℄.Analyses of urrent experimental data [2,5℄ 2 yield �m2sun � �m2atm andjVe3j2 � 1, implying that the atmospheri and solar neutrino osillations areapproximately deoupled. A reasonable interpretation of those data followsfrom setting �m2sun = j�m212j and �m2atm = j�m223j � j�m231j. In thisapproximation F31 � �F23 holds. The CP- and T-violating asymmetriesan then be simpli�ed as�CP = �T � 16J sinF12 sin2 F23 : (5)1 Note that an asymmetry between the probabilities P (��� ! ���) and P (��� ! ���)signi�es T violation too. This asymmetry and that de�ned in Eq. (4) have the samemagnitude but opposite signs.2 Throughout this work we do not take the LSND evidene for neutrino osillations [6℄,whih was not on�rmed by the KARMEN experiment [7℄, into aount.



1352 H. Fritzsh, Zhi-Zhong XingNote that �CP or �T depends linearly on the osillating term sinF12, there-fore the length of the baseline suitable for measuring CP and T asymmetriesshould satisfy the ondition j�m212j � E=L. This requirement singles outthe large-angle MSW solution, whih has �m2sun � 10�5 to 10�4 eV2 andsin2 2�sun � 0:65 to 1 [8℄, among three possible solutions to the solar neu-trino problem. The small-angle MSW solution is not favored; it does notgive rise to a relatively large magnitude of J , whih determines the signi�-ane of pratial CP- or T-violating signals. The long wave-length vauumosillation requires �m2sun � 10�10 eV2, too small to meet the realisti long-baseline prerequisite.In this talk we extend our previous hypothesis of lepton �avor mixing [9℄,whih arises naturally from the breaking of �avor demoray for harged lep-tons and that of mass degeneray for neutrinos, to inlude CP violation [10℄.It is found that the rephasing-invariant strength of CP or T violation anbe as large as one perent. The �avor mixing pattern remains nearly bi-maximal, thus both atmospheri and solar neutrino osillations an well beinterpreted. The onsequenes of the model on CP violation in the futurelong-baseline neutrino experiments will also be disussed by taking the mat-ter e�ets into aount.The phenomenologial onstraints obtained from various neutrino osil-lation experiments indiate that the mass di�erenes in the neutrino setorare tiny ompared to those in the harged lepton setor. One possible in-terpretation is that all three neutrinos are nearly degenerate in mass. Inthis ase one might expet that the �avor mixing pattern of leptons di�ersqualitatively from that of quarks, where both up and down setors exhibit astrong hierarhial struture in their mass spetra and the observed mixingangles are rather small. A number of authors have argued that the hierar-hy of quark masses and the smallness of mixing angles are related to eahother, by onsidering spei� symmetry limits [11℄. One partiular way toproeed is to onsider the limit of subnulear demoray, in whih the massmatries of both the up- and down-type quarks are of rank one and have thestruture Mq = q3 0� 1 1 11 1 11 1 11A (6)with q = u (up) or d (down) as well as u = mt and d = mb. Smalldepartures from the demorati limit lead to the �avor mixing and at thesame time introdue the masses of the seond and �rst families. Spei�symmetry breaking shemes have been proposed in some literature in orderto alulate the �avor mixing angles in terms of the quark mass eigenvalues(for a review, see Ref. [1℄).



Neutrino Mixing and Maximal CP Violation 1353Sine the harged leptons exhibit a similar hierarhial mass spetrum asthe quarks, it would be natural to onsider the limit of subnulear demorayfor the (e; �; �) system, i.e., the mass matrix takes the form as Eq. (6). Inthe same limit three neutrinos are degenerate in mass. Then we have [9℄M (0)l = l3 0� 1 1 11 1 11 1 11A ;M (0)� = �0� 1 0 00 1 00 0 11A ; (7)where l = m� and � = m0 measure the orresponding mass sales. If thethree neutrinos are of the Majorana type, M (0)� ould take a more generalform M (0)� P� with P� = Diagf1; ei�1 ; ei�2g. As the Majorana phase matrixP� has no e�et on the �avor mixing and CP-violating observables in neu-trino osillations, it will be negleted in the subsequent disussions. ClearlyM (0)� exhibits an S(3) symmetry, while M (0)l an S(3)L � S(3)R symmetry.One an transform the harged lepton mass matrix from the demoratibasis M (0)l into the hierarhial basisM (H)l = l 0� 0 0 00 0 00 0 11A (8)by means of an orthogonal transformation, i.e., M (H)l = UM (0)l UT, whereU = 0B� 1p2 �1p2 01p6 1p6 �2p61p3 1p3 1p3 1CA : (9)We see me = m� = 0 from M (H)l and m1 = m2 = m3 = m0 from M (0)� . Ofourse there is no �avor mixing in this symmetry limit.A simple real diagonal breaking of the �avor demoray for M (0)l andthe mass degeneray for M (0)� may lead to instrutive results for �avor mix-ing in neutrino osillations [9, 12℄. To aommodate CP violation, however,omplex perturbative terms are required. Let us proeed with two di�er-ent symmetry-breaking steps in lose analogy to the symmetry breakingdisussed previously for the quark mass matries [13, 14℄.



1354 H. Fritzsh, Zhi-Zhong XingFirst, small real perturbations to the (3,3) elements of M (0)l and M (0)�are respetively introdued:�M (1)l = l3 0� 0 0 00 0 00 0 "l 1A ;�M (1)� = �0� 0 0 00 0 00 0 "� 1A : (10)In this ase the harged lepton mass matrix M (1)l = M (0)l +�M (1)l remainssymmetri under an S(2)L � S(2)R transformation, and the neutrino massmatrix M (1)� = M (0)� +�M (0)� has an S(2) symmetry. The muon beomesmassive (i.e., m� � 2j"l jm�=9), and the mass eigenvalue m3 is no more de-generate with m1 and m2 (i.e., jm3�m0j = m0j"� j). After the diagonaliza-tion ofM (1)l and M (1)� , one �nds that the 2nd and 3rd lepton families have ade�nite �avor mixing angle �. We obtain tan � � �p2 if the small orretionof O(m�=m� ) is negleted. Then neutrino osillations at the atmospherisale may arise in �� ! �� transitions with �m232 = �m231 � 2m0j"� j. Theorresponding mixing fator sin2 2� � 8=9 is in good agreement with urrentdata.The symmetry breaking given in Eq. (10) for the harged lepton massmatrix serves as a good illustrative example. One ould onsider a moregeneral ase, analogous to the one for quarks [13℄, to break the S(3)L�S(3)Rsymmetry of M (0)l to an S(2)L � S(2)R symmetry. This would imply that�M (1)l takes the form�M (1)l = l3 0� 0 0 "0l0 0 "0l"0l "0l "l 1A ; (11)where j"l j � 1 and j"0lj � 1. In this ase the leading-order results obtainedabove, i.e., tan � � �p2 and sin2 2� � 8=9, remain unhanged.At the next step we introdue a omplex symmetry breaking perturba-tion, analogous to that for quark mass matries disussed in Ref. [15℄, to theharged lepton mass matrix M (1)l :�M (2)l = l3 0� 0 � iÆl iÆiÆ 0 �iÆl�iÆl iÆl 0 1A : (12)



Neutrino Mixing and Maximal CP Violation 1355Transforming M (2)l = M (1)l +�M (2)l into the hierarhial basis, we obtainMHl = l 0B� 0 �i 1p3Æl 0i 1p3Æl 29"l �p29 "l0 �p29 "l 1 + 19"l 1CA : (13)Note that MHl , just like a variety of realisti quark mass matries [11℄, hastexture zeros in the (1,1), (1,3) and (3,1) positions. The phases of its (1,2)and (2,1) elements are �90Æ, whih ould lead to maximal CP violation ifthe neutrino mass matrix is essentially real. For the latter we onsider asmall perturbation, analogous to that in Eq. (10), to break the remainingmass degeneray of M (1)� :�M (2)� = � 0��Æ� 0 00 Æ� 00 0 01A : (14)From�M (2)l and�M (2)� we obtainme � jÆlj2m2�=(27m�) andm1;2 = m0(1�Æ�), respetively. The simultaneous diagonalization ofM (2)l = M (1)l +�M (2)land M (2)� = M (1)� + �M (2)� leads to a full 3 � 3 �avor mixing matrix,whih links neutrino mass eigenstates (�1; �2; �3) to neutrino �avor eigen-states (�e; ��; �� ) in the following manner [10℄:V = U + i �Vrmem� + �V m�m� ; (15)where U has been given in Eq. (9), and�V = 0� 1p6 1p6 �2p61p2 �1p2 00 0 0 1A ;�V = 0� 0 0 01p6 1p6 1p6�1p12 �1p12 1p3 1A : (16)In omparison with the result of Ref. [9℄, the new feature of this lepton mix-ing senario is that the term multiplying �V beomes imaginary. ThereforeCP or T violation has been inorporated.The omplex symmetry breaking perturbation given in Eq. (12) is er-tainly not the only one whih an be onsidered for M (1)l . Below we list a



1356 H. Fritzsh, Zhi-Zhong Xingnumber of other interesting possibilities, i.e., the Hermitian perturbations� ~M (2)l = l3 0� 0 �iÆl 0iÆl 0 00 0 0 1A ;�M̂ (2)l = l3 0� 0 0 iÆl0 0 �iÆl�iÆl iÆl 0 1A ; (17)and the non-hermitian perturbations�M (2)l = l3 0��iÆl 0 iÆl0 iÆ �iÆliÆl �iÆl 0 1A ;� ~M (2)l = l3 0��iÆl 0 00 iÆl 00 0 0 1A ;�M̂ (2)l = l3 0� 0 0 iÆl0 0 �iÆliÆl �iÆl 0 1A : (18)The three hermitian and three non-hermitian perturbative mass matriesobey the following sum rules:�M (2)l = � ~M (2)l + �M̂ (2)l ;�M (2)l = � ~M (2)l + �M̂ (2)l : (19)Let us remark that hermitian perturbations of the same forms as given inEqs. (12) and (17) have been used to break the �avor demoray of quarkmass matries and to generate CP violation [13, 15℄. The key point of thissimilarity between the harged lepton and quark mass matries is that bothof them have the strong mass hierarhy and might have the same dynamialorigin or a symmetry relationship.To be more spei� we transform all the six harged lepton mass matriesM (2)l = M (0)l +�M (1)l +�M (2)l ;~M (2)l = M (0)l +�M (1)l +� ~M (2)l ;M̂ (2)l = M (0)l +�M (1)l +�M̂ (2)l (20)and M (2)l = M (0)l +�M (1)l +�M (2)l ;



Neutrino Mixing and Maximal CP Violation 1357~M (2)l = M (0)l +�M (1)l +� ~M (2)l ;M̂ (2)l = M (0)l +�M (1)l +�M̂ (2)l (21)into their ounterparts in the hierarhial basis and list the results in Table I.A ommon feature of these hierarhial mass matries is that their (1,1) el-ements all vanish. For this reason the CP-violating e�ets, resulted fromthe hermitian perturbations �M (2)l , � ~M (2)l , �M̂ (2)l and the non-hermitianperturbations �M (2)l , � ~M (2)l , �M̂ (2)l respetively, are approximately in-dependent of other details of the �avor symmetry breaking and have theidential strength to a high degree of auray. Indeed it is easy to hekthat all the six harged lepton mass matries in Eqs. (20) and (21), togetherwith the neutrino mass matrix M (2)� = M (0)� +�M (1)� +�M (2)� , lead to thesame �avor mixing pattern V as given in Eq. (15). Hene it is in pratiedi�ult to distinguish one senario from another. In our point of view, thesimilarity between M (2)l and its quark ounterpart [11, 15℄ ould provide usa useful hint towards an underlying symmetry between quarks and hargedleptons. One may also argue that the simpliity of ~M (2)l and its parallelismwith M (2)� might make it tehnially more natural to be derived from a yetunknown fundamental theory of lepton mixing and CP violation.The �avor mixing matrix V an in general be parametrized in terms ofthree Euler angles and one CP-violating phase 3. A suitable parametrizationreads as follows [16℄:V = 0� l sl 0�sl l 00 0 11A0� e�i� 0 00  s0 �s 1A0� � �s� 0s� � 00 0 11A= 0� sl s�+ l �e�i� sl �� l s�e�i� sl sl s�� sl �e�i� l �+ sl s�e�i� l s�s�s ��s  1A ; (22)in whih sl � sin �l, s� � sin ��,  � os �, et. The three mixing anglesan all be arranged to lie in the �rst quadrant, while the CP-violating phasemay take values between 0 and 2�. It is straightforward to obtain J =sl l s��s2 sin�. Numerially we �nd�l � 4Æ ; �� � 45Æ ; � � 52Æ ; � � 90Æ (23)3 For neutrinos of the Majorana type, two additional CP-violating phases may enter.But they are irrelevant to neutrino osillations and an be negleted for our presentpurpose.



1358 H. Fritzsh, Zhi-Zhong Xing TABLE ICounterparts of six harged lepton mass matries in the hierarhial basisM (2)l =l M (2)l =l0B� 0 �i 1p3Æl 0i 1p3Æl 29"l �p29 "l0 �p29 "l 1 + 19"l 1CA 0B� 0 �i 1p3Æl 0�i 1p3Æl 29"l �p29 "l0 �p29 "l 1 + 19"l 1CA~M (2)l =l ~M (2)l =l0B� 0 �ip39 Æl �ip69 Ælip39 Æl 29"l �p29 "lip69 Æl �p29 "l 1 + 19"l 1CA 0B� 0 �ip39 Æl �ip69 Æl�ip39 Æl 29"l �p29 "l�ip69 Æl �p29 "l 1 + 19"l 1CAM̂ (2)l =l M̂ (2)l =l0B� 0 �i2p39 Æl ip69 Æli2p39 Æl 29"l �p29 "l�ip69 Æl �p29 "l 1 + 19"l 1CA 0B� 0 �i2p39 Æl ip69 Æl�i2p39 Æl 29"l �p29 "lip69 Æl �p29 "l 1 + 19"l 1CAfrom Eq. (15). The smallness of �l is a natural onsequene of the masshierarhy in the harged lepton setor, just as the smallness of �u in quarkmixing [11℄. On the other hand, both �� and � are too large to be omparablewith the orresponding quark mixing angles (i.e., �d and � as de�ned inRef. [11℄), re�eting the qualitative di�erene between quark and lepton�avor mixing phenomena. It is worth emphasizing that the leptoni CP-violating phase � takes a speial value (� 90Æ) in our model. The samepossibility is also favored for the quark mixing phenomenon in a variety ofrealisti mass matries [17℄. Therefore maximal leptoni CP violation, inthe sense that the magnitude of J is maximal for the �xed values of three�avor mixing angles, appears naturally as in the quark setor.Some onsequenes of this lepton mixing senario an be drawn as fol-lows:(1) The mixing pattern in Eq. (15), after negleting small orretionsfrom the harged lepton masses, is quite similar to that of the pseudosalarmesons �0, � and �0 in QCD in the limit of the hiral SU(3)L � SU(3)R



Neutrino Mixing and Maximal CP Violation 1359symmetry [14, 18℄: �0 = 1p2 �j�uui � j �ddi� ;� = 1p6 �j�uui+ j �ddi � 2j�ssi� ;�0 = 1p3 �j�uui+ j �ddi+ j�ssi� : (24)Some preliminary theoretial attempts towards deriving the �avor mixingmatrix V � U have been reviewed in Ref. [1℄.(2) The Ve3 element, of magnitudejVe3j = 2p6rmem� ; (25)is naturally suppressed in the symmetry breaking sheme outlined above.A similar feature appears in the 3� 3 quark �avor mixing matrix, i.e., jVubjis the smallest among the nine quark mixing elements. Indeed the small-ness of Ve3 provides a neessary ondition for the deoupling of solar andatmospheri neutrino osillations, even though neutrino masses are nearlydegenerate. The e�et of small but nonvanishing Ve3 will manifest itself inlong-baseline �� ! �e and �e ! �� transitions, as already shown in Ref. [9℄.(3) The �avor mixing between the 1st and 2nd lepton families and thatbetween the 2nd and 3rd lepton families are nearly maximal. This prop-erty, together with the natural smallness of jVe3j, allows a satisfatory in-terpretation of the observed large mixing in atmospheri and solar neutrinoosillations. We obtain 4 sin2 2�sun = 1� 43 mem� ;sin2 2�atm = 89 + 89m�m� (26)to a high degree of auray. Expliitly sin2 2�sun � 0:99 and sin2 2�atm �0:94, favored by urrent data [2℄. It is obvious that the model is fully on-sistent with the vauum osillation solution to the solar neutrino problemand might also be able to inorporate the large-angle MSW solution 5.4 In alulating sin2 2�sun we have taken the O(me=m�) orretion to the expressionof V into aount.5 A slightly di�erent symmetry-breaking pattern of the neutrino mass matrix [19℄,whih involves four free parameters, allows the magnitude of sin2 2�sun to be smallerand also onsistent with the large-angle MSW solution.



1360 H. Fritzsh, Zhi-Zhong Xing(4) It is worth remarking that our lepton mixing pattern has no on-�it with urrent onstraints on the neutrinoless double beta deay [20℄, ifneutrinos are of the Majorana type. In the presene of CP violation, thee�etive mass term of the (��)0� deay an be written ashMi(��)0� = 3Xi=1 �mi ~V 2ei� ; (27)where ~V = V P� and P� = Diagf1; ei�1 ; ei�2g is the Majorana phase matrix.If the unknown phases are taken to be �1 = �2 = 90Æ for example, then onearrives at ��hMi(��)0� �� = 2p3rmem� mi ; (28)in whih mi � 1 � 2 eV (for i = 1; 2; 3) as required by the near degenerayof three neutrinos in our model to aommodate the hot dark matter of theuniverse. Obviously jhMi(��)0� j � 0:08mi � 0:2 eV, the latest bound of the(��)0� deay [20℄.(5) The rephasing-invariant strength of CP violation in this sheme isgiven as [10℄ J = 13p3rmem� �1 + 12m�m� � : (29)Expliitly we have J � 1:4%. The large magnitude of J for lepton mixingturns out to be very non-trivial, as the same quantity for quark mixing isonly of order 10�5 [11,17℄. If the mixing pattern under disussion were in noon�it with the large-angle MSW solution to the solar neutrino problem,then the CP- and T-violating signals �CP = �T / �16J � �0:2 ould besigni�ant enough to be measured from the asymmetry between P (�� ! �e)and P (��� ! ��e) or that between P (�� ! �e) and P (�e ! ��) in the long-baseline neutrino experiments. In the leading-order approximation we arriveat A = P (�� ! �e) � P (��� ! ��e)P (�� ! �e) + P (��� ! ��e)= P (�� ! �e) � P (�e ! ��)P (�� ! �e) + P (�e ! ��)= � 8p3rmem�163 mem� +�sinF12sinF23�2 sinF12 : (30)



Neutrino Mixing and Maximal CP Violation 1361The asymmetry A depends linearly on the osillating term sinF12, whih isassoiated essentially with the solar neutrino anomaly.Note that A signals CP or T violation solely in vauum. For most ofthe proposed long-baseline neutrino experiments the earth-indued mattere�ets on neutrino osillations are non-negligible and should be arefullyhandled. In matter the e�etive Hamiltonians of neutrinos and antineutrinosan be written as [21℄H� = 12E 24 V 0�m21 0 00 m22 00 0 m231AV y + A0� 1 0 00 0 00 0 01A35 ;H�� = 12E 24V �0�m21 0 00 m22 00 0 m231AV T � A0� 1 0 00 0 00 0 01A35 ; (31)where �A desribes the harged-urrent ontribution to the �ee� or ��ee+forward sattering. A = 2p2GFNeE, in whih Ne is the bakground densityof eletrons and E stands for the neutrino beam energy. The neutral-urrentontributions are universal for �e, �� and �� neutrinos, leading only to anoverall unobservable phase and have been negleted. With the help of H�and H�� one an alulate the e�etive neutrino mass eigenvalues and thee�etive �avor mixing matrix in matter. The exat analytial results havebeen given in Ref. [22℄.For simpliity we only present the numerial results of the matter-orre-ted CP- and T-violating asymmetries in the assumption of the baselinelength L = 732 km, i.e., a neutrino soure at Fermilab pointing towardthe Soudan mine in Minnesota or that at CERN toward the Gran Sassounderground laboratory in Italy. The inputs inlude the �avor mixing andCP-violating parameters obtained in Eq. (15) as well as the typial neutrinomass-squared di�erenes �m221 = 5 �10�5 eV2 and �m232 = 3 �10�3 eV2. As-suming a onstant earth density pro�le, one has A � 2:28�10�4 eV2E=[GeV℄[23℄. The behaviors of the CP and T asymmetries hanging with the beamenergy E in the range 3 GeV � E � 20 GeV are shown in Figs. 1 and2, respetively. Clearly the vauum asymmetry A an be of O(0:1). Thematter-indued orretion to the T-violating asymmetry is negligibly smallfor the experimental onditions under onsideration. In ontrast, the mat-ter e�et on the CP-violating asymmetry annot be negleted, although itis unable to fake the genuine CP-violating signal.If the upoming data appeared to rule out the onsisteny between ourmodel and the large-angle MSW solution to the solar neutrino problem, thenit would be quite di�ult to test the model itself from its predition for largeCP and T asymmetries in any realisti long-baseline experiment.
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Fig. 1. Illustrative plot for the CP-violating asymmetries between �� ! �e and��� ! ��e transitions, in vauum and in matter, hanging with the neutrino beamenergy E.
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Fig. 2. Illustrative plot for the T-violating asymmetries between �� ! �e and�e ! �� transitions, in vauum and in matter, hanging with the neutrino beamenergy E.
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